“Add a bit of honey to enhance enterprise and employability”
Honeypot

Log in to start using Honeypot

Student ID
u101
Password
******

Log in

Help logging in
Where to find log in details, same as uniapp etc...
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web based software
- Authenticated with our students usernames
- Three Phases

1. Create profile & pitch an idea
2. Apply Phase: skill match and join a project
3. Voting for the best project

Success is all about building the right team

Honeypot
Create your profile

Preferred name
Shayan

Tell us a little (in 200 characters or less) about yourself.
I make things happen in multidisciplinary teams

Put a link here to somewhere people can see examples of your work.
http://shaynomad.com

Skills
Please select your three skills carefully, as you cannot change these later.

General
- Confident Speaker
- Creative
- Fast Learner
- Finisher
- Front Man
- Group Leader
- Innovator
- Researcher

Design
- 3D Modeler
- Animator
- Audio
- Graphic Designer
- Illustrator
- Motion Graphics
- Photography
- Sketcher

Engineering
- Communications Engineer
- Developer
- Electrical Engineer
- Engineer
- Mechanical Engineer
- Prototype
- Software Engineer
- Systems Architect

Dashboard
Create a project
Tell us about your project
Project name (max 30 characters)
not toasters

Description (max 200 characters)
I’m going to make a toaster that’s really hot, and I mean super hot.

Pick up to three categories to classify your project
- 3D
- Graphic Design
- Physical
- App
- Illustration
- Print Design
- Architecture
- Installation
- Product
- Film
- Interaction Design
- Software
- Game
- Motion
- Web

Your profile
Shayan
shay@ith.co.uk
Business
I make things happen in multidisciplinary teams

Edit profile
24 hour Challenge

E-PLANT

**WHAT IS E-PLANT**

E-PLANT is a low cost friendly device that makes your plant self-aware and gives it the capability to share information about its current state and past progress.

**AIMS**

- Make it easier for a plant to communicate its vital signs to the user.
- Create a big database that will help the user better understand its plant conditions on its location and environment.
- Introduce the transition to a more sustainable world that makes it easier to track the growth rate and health of any plant in the world.

**SOLUTION**

**GENERAL PUBLIC**

Producing enough food to support the growing population is the biggest challenge facing the planet, and is critical to the survival of the species. The Internet of Things (IoT) promises to bring a revolution in monitoring and managing our plants by tracking their growth cycle, environmental changes, and disease in real-time.

**COMMERCIAL MARKET**

Making a device for commercial farms to monitor their plants using IoT technology will help increase crop yields, reduce water usage and pest control, which will have a positive impact on the environment.

**INDUSTRIAL MARKET**

Creating a Bluetooth controlled system to control the plants using a mix of sensors and IoT technology can help in the control and development of various plants.

**PROBLEM**

The current methods of monitoring plants are labor-intensive and do not accurately reflect the growth and health of the plants. The Internet of Things (IoT) offers a new approach to monitoring plants, offering a more efficient and accurate way to track the growth and health of plants.

**SOLUTION**

The E-PLANT is a low-cost friendly device that makes your plant self-aware and gives it the capability to share information about its current state and past progress.
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“By working on String Villains with Orchestra and the arranging opportunity that I took on, I’ve realised that I wish to pursue a career in arranging, orchestrating and composing, and thanks to the HoneyPot project’s support I can begin to build upon the foundations of this immediately.” A. Johnston (2016)